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Abstract. Massive protostars are generally enshrouded in dust, so that most of their radiation
emerges in the far infrared. For protostars embedded in opaque, spherical cores, the spectral en-
ergy distribution (SED) is determined by two distance-independent parameters, the luminosity-
to-mass ratio, L/Mc , and the surface density of the core, Σ = Mc /(πR2

c ), where Rc is the radius
of the core. Chakrabarti & McKee (2005a) have derived an approximate analytic expression
for the SED that agrees well with numerical results. It is generally not possible to infer the
power-law of the density from the SED of a massive protostar. Masses and accretion rates are
inferred for several well-studied sources.

1. Introduction
The far-infrared spectral energy distribution (SED) is a vital implement in understand-

ing the physical conditions in the environments of massive protostars (Osorio, Lizano, &
D’Alessio 1999, henceforth OLD). Chakrabarti & McKee (2005a, henceforth CM I) de-
veloped self-consistent analytic radiative transfer solutions for the spectra of unresolved,
homogeneous, spherically symmetric, centrally heated, dusty sources. Chakrabarti & Mc-
Kee (2005b, henceforth CM II) applied this methodology to sources ranging from low-
mass protostars to dusty galaxies. Here, we apply this methodology to massive protostars
in order to infer the properties of the protostars and the molecular cores out of which
they are forming.

Inferring the properties of massive protostars is of particular interest today as there
is no clear consensus on the formation mechanism of massive stars. The conventional
view is that massive stars form via gravitational collapse (e.g, Wolfire & Cassinelli 1987;
OLD). The Turbulent Core Model (McKee & Tan 2002; 2003, henceforth MT03) put
this idea on a firmer footing by incorporating the effects of the supersonic turbulence
and the high pressures observed in massive star-forming regions (Plume et al 1997); it
predicts formation times of ∼105yr. However, concerns about the difficulty in forming
massive stars in the face of the enormous radiation pressure associated with massive stars
led to the development of an alternative theory, that massive stars are formed by the
coalescence of low-mass stars (Bonnell, Bate, & Zinnecker 1998, Bonnell, Vine, & Bate
2004, Bally & Zinnecker 2005). It is therefore important to attempt to distinguish these
theories through observation.

2. Analytic SEDs of Dusty Sources
In CM I, we formulated an analytic solution for the far-IR SEDs of spherically sym-

metric, homogeneous dusty sources with a central source of radiation. We extensively
tested the accuracy of our analytic solution over a parameter space that spans low-mass
protostars to ULIRGs by comparing it against the numerical scheme, DUSTY (Ivezic
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& Elitzur 1997) and found excellent agreement with the numerical results. We assumed
that the sources emitted most of their radiation at wavelengths longer than 30 µm; un-
der these conditions, the far-IR SED is approximately independent of the temperature
of the source of radiation and of the properties of the dust destruction front. At these
wavelengths, scattering is negligible.

We assumed a power-law density variation within the envelope, ρ(r) ∝ r−kρ . We
adopted a dust opacity curve, κν , from Weingartner & Draine (2001), with an opacity
normalization appropriate for water ice mantles. For a given density variation in the
envelope and dust opacity curve, the emergent spectrum depends on three quantities –
the mass of the core, Mc = Mc, dust/Zdust; the luminosity, L; and the radius of the
envelope, Rc . The shape of the SED cannot depend on the distance to the source, and
therefore can be specified by two distance-independent parameters, the luminosity to
mass ratio, L/Mc , and the surface density, Σ ≡ Mc/πR2

c .
We defined characteristic parameters, Rch and Tch, that correspond to the Rosseland

photosphere and photospheric temperature respectively, such that

L ≡ 4πL̃R2
chσT 4

ch . (2.1)

Here, L̃ is a number of order unity that allows for better accuracy, particularly for ex-
tended atmospheres, which have L̃ somewhat greater than unity. The characteristic pa-
rameters are determined by requiring that the characteristic optical depth at a frequency
νch ≡ kTch/h equal unity,

τch = κch

∫ Rc →∞

1

ρ(r̃)dr̃ =
κνchρ(Rch)Rch

kρ − 1
= 1 , (2.2)

where we have defined the characteristic optical depth under the assumption that the
outer radius of the envelope is at infinity. We assume that the characteristic frequency,
νch, is within the frequency range where the opacity per unit mass is approximately a
power law,

κν = κν0(ν/ν0)β (30 µm < λ < 1 mm); (2.3)

we take β = 2 in numerical evaluations. By solving equations (2.1) and (2.2), one can
obtain the relations between the source parameters, L/Mc and Σ, and the SED variables,
R̃c and Tch that govern the shape of the SED (CM I).

Our analytic expression for the emergent spectrum is formulated within a “shell” model
for radiative transfer— the emission at each frequency comes from a shell of thickness
∆rm (ν) centered at a radius rm (ν), with a source function (2hν3/c2) exp [−hν/kT (r̃m )]
located at an optical depth τν (r̃m ):

Lν = 4πR2
ch4π

(
2hν3

ch

c2

)
κ̃ν ν̃3(kρ − 1)r̃2−kρ

m ∆r̃m exp
[
− hν

kT (r̃m )
− τν (r̃m )

]
, (2.4)

where the optical depth τν from r to the surface of the cloud is

τν = κ̃ν

(
r̃−kρ +1 − R̃−kρ +1

c

)
. (2.5)

The far-IR emission can be accurately represented with the adoption of a power law
for the temperature profile,

T = Tch

(
r

Rch

)−kT

= Tchr̃−kT , (2.6)

The slope of the temperature profile, kT , is determined by imposing the self-consistency
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condition that the input luminosity exactly equal the emergent luminosity. For extended
envelopes, kT → 1

3 (Adams 1991), but it becomes larger for more opaque envelopes. CM I
gives a numerical expression for kT as a function of R̃c and kρ .

We showed that source spectra are characterized by three frequency regimes: (1) Low
frequencies are in the Rayleigh-Jeans limit (hν � kT ) and are opticallly thin. Since the
optically thin flux is proportional to the mass, the emission radius r̃m is comparable to R̃c .
(2) Intermediate frequencies are characterized by hν ∼ kT (r̃m ), so that higher frequencies
probe deeper into the envelope, where it is hotter. (3) High frequencies emanate from a
location in the shell that is due to a tug-of-war between the temperature gradient and
the intervening optical depth that has to be traversed. In CM I we were able to calculate
r̃m (ν) and ∆r̃m (ν) for each regime and then smoothly join them so as to obtain an
explicit expression for Lν .

3. Inferring the Properties of Protostellar Envelopes
Since massive protostars preferentially form in clusters, the high frequency emission

may be due to sources that are not associated with the core itself, or it may be escaping
from the inner part of the core due to an inhomogenous distribution of dust within the
envelope. Therefore, in fitting for the SED parameters, we focus on emission at long
wavelengths (λ � 60 µm), which is less likely to have been affected by sources external
to the core. In fitting the SED, we consider single dish data since interferometers may
resolve out the large-scale emission.

We model IRAS 18454-0136 from the sample of high-mass protostellar objects in the
survey by Sridharan and Beuther (Sridharan et al. 2002; Beuther et al. 2002). We give in
Table 1 the distance − independent parameters for this source only, i.e., L/Mc and Σ, as
the distance ambiguity to this source has not been resolved. The source IRAS 21307+5049
is a well-studied example of a massive protostar (Fontani et al. 2004, Molinari et al. 2002).
Located at a kinematic distance of 3.2 kpc, the massive core is surrounded by a cluster
of more evolved stars that are seen clearly at 2 µm (Fontani et al. 2004). This structure,
i.e., a massive core located close to the center of the clump surrounded by a cluster of
lower-mass stars seen in the near-infrared, has been observationally detected in other
regions of massive star formation as well.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results of our analysis of the SEDs of massive protostars.
In addition to IRAS 18454-0136 and IRAS 21307+5049, we also present results for an
infrared dark cloud (IRDC), using data kindly provided by Jackson & Rathborne from
the recent BU-FCRAO survey. IRDCs were first seen as dark patches in the ISOCAM
mid-IR images (Perault et al. 1996). Since they are optically thick at 15µm, they must
have Σ � 0.2 g cm−2. They were later seen as dark spots in the MSX surveys (Egan
et al. 1999) at 8 µm and were most recently detected by the Spitzer Space Telescope’s
MIPS at 24 µm (Jackson & Rathborne, private communication), and mapped in 13CO
and millimeter continuum in the BU-FCRAO survey (Rathborne et al. 2003).

4. Collapsing Protostellar Envelopes
Within the context of inside-out collapse models (Shu 1977), collapsing protostellar

cores go through three stages of evolution: 1) the expansion wave, at Rew, is inside the
photosphere; 2) the expansion wave is beyond the photosphere, so that the photosphere
is in the free fall region, but still within the core (Rch < Rew < Rc); and 3) the expansion
wave has moved beyond the core radius (Rew > Rc). Let few be the fraction of the mass
inside the expansion wave that has accreted onto the star; McLaughlin & Pudritz (1997)
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show that few � (1/2, 1/6, 1/33) for kρ = (2, 1.5, 1). Well inside the expansion wave
radius, the density profile approaches ρ ∝ r−3/2 regardless of the shape of the initial
density profile; as a result, sources near the end of Stage 2 or in Stage 3 are likely to be
characterized by kρ = 3

2 .
Our spherical model requires that the emission from a protostellar disk not dominate

the spectrum. Since the flow becomes very non-spherical inside the disk radius, Rd , we
require Rd < Rch. The magnitude of the disk radius depends on the rotation of the cloud,
which Goodman et al. (1993) characterized in terms of the parameter β ≡ Ω2R3/(3GM);
they found that typically β � 0.02. An element of mass contracting at constant angular
momentum has β ∝ 1/R; as a result, the disk radius at any time is related to the
initial radius of a mass element R(M) by Rd = 3βR(M) = 3β(M/Mc)1/(3−kρ )Rc . We
assume that the rotational velocity ΩR is proportional to the velocity dispersion σ and
that the cloud is initially in hydrostatic equilibrium; then β is independent of M . If the
core has a value of β similar to that found by Goodman et al. (which is also what is
found in numerical simulations of turbulent flows–Burkert & Bodenheimer 2000), then
Rd = 0.06(m∗/m∗f )2/3Rc , where we have set kρ = 3

2 .
We derive accretion rates for massive protostars within the context of the Turbulent

Core Model presented in MT03. As in MT03, we assume that cores and clumps are part
of a turbulent, self-similar structure, with a mean power law index of 3/2. In that case,
the accretion rate may be expressed as:

ṁ = 4.6 × 10−4

(
m	f

30M�

)3/4

Σ3/4
clump

(
m	

m	f

)0.5

M� yr−1 (4.1)

(MT03). To derive accretion rates within the context of the MT03 model, we first solve for
L/Mc and Σ, and for sources for which we know the distance, we solve for the luminosity,
mass, and radius from the observed SED. We then use the model of protostellar evolution
presented in MT03 to infer the stellar mass from the derived luminosity, and assume an
average star formation efficiency ε = 0.5 to derive accretion rates using equation (4.1).
We take m	f = εMc . We solve for the location of the expansion wave radius and estimate
the size of the accretion disk and whether or not it may influence the far-IR spectrum.

5. SEDs & Inferred Parameters
From our fit to the observed SED for IRAS 18454-0136, we find that this source is

compact, R̃c ∼ 26 (i.e., the core radius is a factor ∼20 out from the Rosseland photo-
sphere), and warm, Tch ∼ 90 K. This corresponds to an outer core temperature of 19 K.
We find a luminosity to mass ratio of 11 L�/M�, and a surface density of 1.5 g cm−2.
Beuther et al.’s (2002) 1.2 mm IRAM 30 m observations of this source show that this
source appears to have a central dense core. However, their angular resolution of 11′′ cor-
responds to a length scale ∼0.5 pc at a (far) distance of 11.9kpc, much greater than the
size of cores. It would be useful to map this region with a factor of ten higher resolution
to ascertain whether this source is in fact dominated by an individual star (or binary).

We find that IRAS 21307+5049 has a surface density Σ = 0.45 g cm−2, a core radius
Rc = 0.12 pc, a core mass of MC = 93 M�, and a luminosity L = 2.7 × 103L�. Fontani
et al. (2004) made a grey-body fit to these data and found L ∼ 4× 103L�, Tdust � 30 K,
and a mass of 90M�. The OVRO map for this source indicates a compact core with a
FWHM of 0.09 pc (Molinari et al. 2002), comparable to the radius we inferred from the
SED alone; the observed temperature is close to our outer core temperature of 20 K. As
discussed in CMII, the inference of source parameters is still within our margin of error
(∼1.5) for massive protostars even when the density structure is not a pure power-law.
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Table 1. Source Parameters from SED

Source L(L�) Mc (M�) Rc (pc) Σ(g cm−2) R̃c Tch

I18454 L/M = 11 L�/M� - - 26 ± 20 87 ± 11
I21307 2.7 × 103 93 0.12 0.45 57 ± 7 119 ± 5
IRDC43 6 × 103 − 1.5 × 103 510-470 0.53-0.15 0.12-1.3 45 − 350 75 − 150

The major difference between our results and Fontani et al.’s is that we find that the
temperature increases inward, reaching about 120 K at r = 0.002 pc. This value for the
temperature is essential for us to match the 60 and 100 µm fluxes. How is it possible
for Fontani et al. to match the fluxes at a significantly lower temperature? The reason
is that they assumed that the emission is optically thin, whereas in fact τ(60µm) > 4;
when this opacity is taken into account, a higher temperature is needed to match the
observations. In any case, the temperature must rise inward if the observed luminosity
is coming from a central source.

The Turbulent Core Model is predicated on the assumption that the core is in ap-
proximate virial equilibrium, so the virial parameter α ≡ 5σ2R/GM must be of order
unity (Bertoldi & McKee 1989). To compute the velocity dispersion from observation,
it is important to measure the line width in a line that has negligible broadening from
optical depth effects, and that tends to trace bound motions (NH3) rather than out-
flows (HCO+) (Myers & Goodman 1988). Using the linewidth of H13CO measured by
Molinari et al. (2002), we find αvir = 1.5, i.e., that the core is indeed in approximate
virial equilibrium. We find that that expansion wave is at 0.06pc, which places this source
near the end of Stage 2.

Fontani et al. (2004) note that IRAS 21307+5049 is quite similar in morphology to
IRAS 23385+60533, one of the earliest examples of a massive protostar (Molinari et al.
1998). However, recent Spitzer observations appear to show that the far-IR emission is
not originating from the compact core (Stecklum et al., this conference). It would be
valuable to observe IRAS 21307+5049 with Spitzer as well in order to determine the
validity of our assumption that the FIR emission arises from a core of dimension ∼0.002
pc.

No far-IR data are available for the infrared dark cloud. As a result, Tch and R̃c are
not well-constrained. In doing the fit, the 24 µm flux was treated both as a data point
and as an upper bound since, as discussed previously, it is quite possible that the 24 µm
data are affected by either clumping or other sources of luminosity. We give our inferred
parameters for both these cases; for the case in which the 24 µm flux is treated as an
upper bound, we in fact took the minimum value consistent with the mm data. This case
shows that without far-IR data, the inferred parameters will not be well-constrained. In
particular, when we consider the 24 µm point as a data point, we infer Σ = 0.12 g cm−2,
while when taking the minimum possible value of the 24 µm flux, we find Σ = 1.3 g cm−2.
In either case, this source would be classified as being in Stage 2. This source has a lower
outer core temperature than the other two sources, Tc ∼ 14 K; it would be worthwhile
to measure the temperature in various tracers to confirm this.
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Table 2. Protostellar Parameters from SED

Source ṁ(M�/yr) m	 (M�) Rew(pc) Rdisk(AU) tage(yr)

I18454 - - - - -
I21307 1.3 × 10−4 6 0.06 340 5 × 104

IRDC43 7 × 10−5 − 4 × 10−4 6 0.09-0.03 540-160 8 × 104 − 1.4 × 104

Figure 1. (a)-(c) best fit SEDs of (a) I18454, (b)I21307, (c) IRDC43, core B
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